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Preface
Nearly 16 weeks ago, me and my fellow students picked a subject that seemed most interesting
to us. One of these subjects selectable was that of ‘visas’. In particular, the unequal division of
visa requirements and mobility of different people in the world. To me, this subject linked the most
to the parts of Human Geography I find most interesting: borders, identities and divisions in the
world. Also, this subject was closest linked to the Master I would like to follow next year: Conflict,
Territories & Identities at the Radboud University. I come from a University of Applied Science,
where I proudly received my Bachelor diploma of Communications last year. Applied science is
one level beneath university and, therefore, starting this pre-master, I was nervous if I was
capable to study at a university. I learned some important lessons while continuing my studies.
First of all, the commitment in my study has largely been dependent on the big interest I have in
this discipline. Studying Communications, I always felt that there was more than the commercial
way of thinking. Since I was a young girl, I have always been spreading the word that I will be the
president of the United Nations at the Headquarter in New York City one day. While this dream is
still on the back of my mind, unrealistically or not, I kept motivating myself that I was able to do
more than work for a company in which I would maintain the social media or set up marketing
campaigns. And of course, I am still interested in the field of Communications, but not necessarily
in the commercial way anymore. I wanted to gain more knowledge, understand the world better,
contribute to the world and finally chase the dream of studying in the discipline I am most
interested in. Human Geography. I found what I was looking for here at the Radboud University
and still every new course I follow, I feel that little flame burning. When professors debate about
conflicts, about history, about religion, about languages, about the United Nations or about
politics, I know I am right where I belong.
This year, most of my courses I followed had aspects that described problems of Muslim
communities and the way the world looks at them. Growing up with Muslim friends, I have always
had the urge to champion my Muslim friends when they were – once again – discriminated.
Knowing how welcoming and lovely people my Islamic friends are, it is heart-breaking that they
are often generalised with negative frames. Undeniably, the Islam is a strong religion that differs
largely from the ‘European’ way of thinking. This large difference is one of the reasons that I dived
in more into understanding this religion and the culture of Islamic people. Books that inspired me
the most were that of Khaled Hosseini. Reading his Afghan stories, I knew for sure I wanted to
contribute to conflicts resolutions. In Afghanistan or in any Islamic country. Even though my
mother has to overcome a little heart attack every time I tell her about my new plans, I want to
chase my dreams, go out there and actually add value to the life of people living in conflict areas.

With this thesis, I hope to appeal to everyone who wants to contribute to stop discrimination,
make people understand more about how discrimination on high-level is applied and which
effects this have on discriminated groups.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my mentor Prof. dr. Henk van Houtum, who has been
welcoming and helpful from the beginning. Together with my peer students and Henk, we
discussed our subjects and helped each other gaining relevant information. Secondly, I would like
to thanks my fellow pre-master students (all coming from Universities of Applied Science). They,
just as I, were also nervous of taking it to the next level: writing a thesis at the University.
Together we supported each other, showed up at university daily and even went on a small
holiday together. Morocco, one week, a small break from all the writing. I would also like to thanks
all the lovely Moroccan people I spoke there about the Islam, about how they felt about migration,
about Europe and the problems Morocco and other Islamic countries are facing. They all
recognised their selves in the findings of my thesis I told them about. We were visiting Morocco
during the Ramadan, which made that the Islam was more in the foreground than in other times.
People were more open to talk about their religion and about their culture. Evidently, this break
helped, because we got new energy to all reach the deadline for handing in the thesis.

I hope you will enjoy reading this thesis.
Nijmegen, 2018
Jannah Ravestein

Executive summary
Without a passport, most people are not able to cross any border. For governments determining
their in and out flows of foreigners, visa requirements grew along with the development of
passports. Every year, research firm Henley & Partners creates a ranking of all passports in the
world to the number of countries their holders can travel to visa-free. This is the so-called
Passport Index. Due to globalising worlds, the cross-border mobility has risen considerably,
creating a ‘borderless world’ (Ohmae, 1990). Neumayer explained in 2006 that the world is open
for passport holders from OECD- countries. According to the latest analysis of the Passport Index
of Henley & Partners (2018), the bottom five countries that contain the weakest passports are
Somalia, Pakistan, Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. For holders of an Afghan passport, the world
looks completely different than, for example, holders of German passports. I found a
characteristic that the countries scoring low on the Passport Index have in common: the vast
majority of the countries are predominantly Islamic countries. Neumayer (2010) and Henley &
Partners (2018) named the following factors as determination to impose visa restrictions on
another country: conflict, poverty, terrorism and illegal immigration. Therefore, this research
investigates if these factors can be linked to the bottom ranked Islamic countries or that religion
(Islam) does play a role. The Western impact – the ones imposing the visas – are also
investigated. This thesis will investigate if the reasons for these certain countries to score low on
the Passport Index have to do with the reasons to impose visas (in general) mentioned above, or
that religion (Islam) does play a role in this phenomena. The aim of this research is to gain insight
in why world-access differs so much between citizens of Western countries and those of the
Islamic countries listed bottom. The main question of this research is: why are most of the
passports with the lowest value ranked in the Passport Index Muslim passports? The most
important given of the methodology of this research is that the research phase happens in an
inductive way. This research starts by asking an empirical question, that tries to explain an
outstanding finding that requires further explanation. This explanation, with its corresponding
theory, becomes more clear as the research progresses. I will use two qualitative approaches
that apply strongly to my method of analysing the main questions. These qualitative approaches
are ‘grounded theory’ and ‘case study’ (Creswell, 2006). the theoretical context of this thesis
emerges of the data gathered in an inductive way. In this thesis, the Henley & Partners Passport
Index is being used as pedestal to investigate passport inequality.
The most important results of this research are, first of all, that globalization made the world more
open than ever, but that this does not count for everyone. The division of mobility grew skewed,
especially for Muslims. Johnson, et. al., (2011) explains that nations have become more
protective over their sovereignty and their borders. According to Wang (2004), securing borders
took a turn after the 9/11 attacks in the U.S. On the one hand, more and more people are
crossing international borders. On the other hand, the fear of terrorism and xenophobia increased

and nation states want more control over their borders to maintain sovereignty and counteract to
terrorism (Bakali, 2016). The database of Homeland Security (2017) shows that after 9/11 the
U.S. controlled their borders more strictly. But I find that they also controlled their borders more
specifically, by step-by-step creating the new controlling organs of the US governments: the
Department of Homeland, the US-visit, the Federal Air Marshal Program, the ESTA, secure
communities and eventually with Trump’s strict border- and migration reforms. The EU followed.
Koikkalainen (2011) states that by uniting EU’s nations and open borders for each other, they
become more hostile against non-European by strictly controlling their borders and not letting
‘others’ in that easily. Looking at the factors that the literature explains why countries imposing
visa restrictions on other countries, this research found that the bottom ranked countries in the
Passport Index are indeed the more poorer countries than the Western countries, but do definitely
not have the lowest GDP compared to all countries in the world. The bottom countries are also
not necessarily the countries that sent the most migrants to other countries. Analysing the
Terrorism Index (2017) and the Peace Index (2018), the factors terrorism and conflict do seem to
have a strong link to the bottom ranked countries. The most important findings, analysing
Western impact on the bottom ranked countries, are that the US and the EU justify their border by
terrorism and migration. They seem to use fear of Muslim, raised by terrorist attacks, in the media
(Bakali, 2016). Also, right-wing populist parties gained more voice in Western debates about
Muslims. It seems like, since 9/11, a strong anti-Muslim frame was created that some Western
politicians use to justify stricter border policies (Bakali, 2016). Analysing what the future
perspective of these developments are, I found that people’s admission at borders, is becoming
more dependent on computers and the regulations they are adapted to. Extra screening for
people looking Islamic, for example, can be implemented easily in the computer system as well.
This makes the new systems an easy justification for extreme vetting Muslims (Chrishti, 2017).
Another trend is that people apply for a second passport, which is very expensive, but offers more
mobility (Henley & Partners, 2018).
The most important conclusion of this research that there seems to be a link with the religion of
Islam and the position of a country to be ranked on Passport indices. While migration and poverty
still did not explain adequately why the bottom ranked countries are positioned where they are,
the factors terrorism and conflict provide a clearer link. The link between terrorism and the fact
that these countries are predominantly Muslim countries, can be explained by the theory found of
Rapoport (2013). He explains that the fourth wave of terrorism we are now in, is the religious
(Islam) terrorism wave. The research explains that this wave – starting in 1980, but got more
intense after 9/11 – has strongly linked terrorism to the Islam in the last decades. The analysis of
Western impact on the Muslim passport shows a contradiction: Islam does play a role. Even
though U.S.’ documented and undocumented migrants do not necessarily origin from the bottom
ranked countries, and even though the EU does not own reliable information of their migrants, the
U.S. and the EU paradoxically still use ‘illegal’ migration as justification to impose visa restrictions

on the bottom ranked countries. Step-by-step, the EU and the U.S. implementation more and
more regulation to stricter their border. Since 9/11, they not only become stricter, but also more
specific. Examples are EU’s black-list and Trump’s Muslim ban. Attacks as 9/11 and ISIS attacks
in Europe, played a large role in the justification of right-wing politicians to sow fear and increase
Islamophobia. It seems that Islam plays a role after all. Even though the factors poverty, migration
and terrorism are often mentioned as a justification to ‘protect’ Western borders more strongly
against the ‘other’, this research shows that these factors are by far comprehensive to adjust
regulations on. Islam undeniably plays a role in border security, but the West does not live out
loud for this. the findings of this research provide new information and contribute to the debate of
unequal mobility. Also in the literature found during this research, focusses more on factors as
poverty and migration, while the fact that Islamic countries are disadvantaged in their mobility is
not discussed that specifically.
Points of discussion of this research are, firstly, that new questions are developed during this
research. Question that need further investigation are the following: why are most conflict areas in
today's world in predominant Muslim countries? And what does the Passport Index looks like
before 2008 (or even better: before 9/11 and the fourth wave of terrorism)?
In a next thesis, I will trust the process and my intuition more and I will gain deeper knowledge
and context of the phenomena in the beginning phase.
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1. Introduction
The passport. A small document that contains your personal information and links you to the
country you represent and that represents you. It is easy to flip through the pages, to look at the
stamps and to reminisce travel memories. It is also this very document that links you to who you
are and where you are from. But maybe even more important, it links you to what your options
and opportunities in the world are. A passport can embody the form of a path, an access, a key to
unlock the world. For some citizens of this world a benefit, for others a determination of their
mobility and future.
According to Benedictus (2006), the emergence of the passport can be retrieved to times even
Before Christ. The Bible, evidently, describes letter requests of an ancient king to the governors
of the land to pass to Judah. These ‘safe conducts’ were later found in England, where in 1414
king Henry the fifth asked its foreign visitors to show document papers. From 1540, these papers
were transformed into the name ‘passports’, and was also adapted in other parts of Europe. The
passport further developed into more specific details of passport holders and made visual and
practical improvements. It was until the early 20th century that passports, as we would recognise
them today, were actually being used to control borders. After WW1, the relevance of passports
took a turning point. Besides the fact that the features of the papers innovated (facial recognition,
stamps, identities), it became a paper of high-relevance since the vast majority of governments
started to recognise it as the norm for border control (Benedictus, 2006). The contemporary
passport is still of high relevance in travelling. Without a passport, most people are not able to
cross any border. Besides functional and practical features, the passport also proves your identity
and legitimates to which ‘part’ of the world you belong. That last part, eventually decides if you
are able to enter a country or that further requirements need to be taken.

With these further requirements I refer to applying for a visa. For governments determining their
in and out flows of foreigners, visa requirements grew along with the development of passports
(Ohmae, 1990). A visa is an additional paper that confirms if one meets the requirements to enter
a certain country. According to the UNWTO (2016), there are distinctions within the visa itself; so
there is the long-stay visa, the visitor-visa, the immigrant-visa, the transit visa, and many other
varieties. This means that, in the contemporary world, a passport itself has no direct value for
travelling, because the extensional visa eventually determines if one can enter a country or will be
denied at the border.

1.1 Problem statement
Every year, research firm Henley & Partners creates a ranking of all passports in the world to the
number of countries their holders can travel to visa-free (Henley & Partners, 2018). This is the socalled Passport Index. It provides an overview of which passports are the most valuable, since it

describes where one is able to travel to with his or her passport. Therefore, this index explains
the mobility of people around the world.

Where a passport holder of one country is allowed to travel visa-free to 130 countries, the other is
allowed to travel to only 30 countries. The Henley & Partners Passport Index shows the inequality
of passport values. According to Neumayer (2006), the world is open for passport holders from
OECD- countries. The 25 countries that have the smallest restrictions on visa requirements, are
mostly Western, rich OECD-countries. Since 2017, more rich South-East Asian countries have
joined the top in the passport ranking: Japan, Malaysia and Singapore. The citizens of ‘the
countries at the top’ are allowed to travel the most parts of the world visa-free. Ohmae (1990)
describes this development as that these people are able to experience new places and to
become a ‘citizen of the world’. He also states that due to globalising worlds, the cross-border
mobility has risen considerably, creating a ‘borderless world’. The ‘citizens of the world’ have also
become wealthier and consequently, cross-border tourism flows increased immensely.
Currently, it is common that a Dutch citizen, for example, goes on a backpack adventure in
South-East Asia or that a Canadian student follows his or her Minor degree in Australia. Young
Western people grab their chances to discover other cultures, learn from differences in the world,
find other ways of thinking and eventually create a more global mindset.

Great developments, you might say. But what if these benefits do not include you? What if the
world does not welcome you in a way it does others? According to the latest analysis of the
Passport Index of Henley & Partners (2018), the bottom five countries that contain the weakest
passports are Somalia, Pakistan, Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. For holders of an Afghan passport,
the world looks completely different than, for example, holders of German passports. Holders of
Afghan passports are allowed to travel visa-free to only 26 countries, while Germans have visafree access to 179 countries.
Image 1: Bottom 5 scoring countries Passport Index (Henley & Partners ‘Bottom 5 globally’, 2018)

Kumar (2000) describes the field of tension between holders of rich, Western passports with poor,
Islamic passports as follows: “For those who live in affluent countries, the passport is of use for
international travel in connection with business or vacations’, whereas for those living in the

poorer nations of the world ‘the passport is without any value if it does not have the visa. In other
words, it is meaningless as a passport (p. 20)”.

Neumayer further elaborates on this by stating that Western (OECD) countries are allowed to
enjoy the free access in the world, but do not necessarily offer this access their self. Western
countries that ‘win’ the Passport Index are also the countries that monitor their borders and
immigration protocols strictly and deny the citizens of the ‘bottom countries’. This tension sounds
contradictive, but in reality, it is what happens. The wealthier Western people in today’s world
benefit of high mobility, while poorer, mostly Islamic, passport holders do not have many ways to
go. To visualise this phenomenon, the following image maps how an Iraqi, who holds a lowvalued passport, sees access in the world compared to a German, with a high-valued passport.
Image 2: Visa requirements for Iraqi citizens versus for Germans (Travelscope, 2018)

Neumayer (2010) also explains that the countries with the most visa restrictions generally have a
history of violent political conflict, are very poor or are countries with some combination of these
aspects. Neumayer explained earlier (2006) that the main reasons for countries to impose visa
restrictions on other countries are illegal activities (such as terrorism) and ‘illegal immigration’. In
short, the factors conflict, poverty, terrorism, illegal immigration and the Western impact – the
ones imposing the visas – should explain why these certain countries score the lowest on the
Passport Index.

While this sounds plausible, I found another characteristic that the countries scoring low on the
Passport Index have in common. While this characteristics is not mentioned specifically in the
literature found, I think it is an unavoidable given. The similarity I am mentioning is that almost all
of the lowest scoring countries are predominantly Islamic countries. Strikingly, the 32 (!) countries
scoring the lowest in the index – except from Nepal, North-Korea, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Laos
– are predominantly Islamic countries. So, 27 countries of 32 that score the lowest are
predominantly Islamic countries. This means that over 80 percent (84,4) of the lowest ranked
passports are that of Muslims. Strikingly, this similarity is not mentioned in the literature found on
passport and visas. This while a significant percentage comes up looking at Muslims that are
lacked in their mobility due to visa restrictions. Passport holders of the lowest scoring (Islamic)
countries lack mobility in the world and for them applying for a visa is almost the definition of
travelling. The world is open for Germans, while Iraqi have only a few options to travel to. They
are stuck and lack mobility. The fact that the large differences between this high- and low valued
passport makes this phenomenon quite remarkable. The fact that the lowest scoring countries are
mostly predominantly Muslim countries, in addition, make this phenomenon remarkable enough
to further look into.

Can it be a coincidence that it is mostly the Muslims scoring low with their passports? Do the
reasons mentioned above (conflict, migration, poverty and Western impacts) explain why these
countries score low? Or does religion plays a role in the lacked mobility for Muslims? An
important question, especially, since globalisation should have made the world more accessible
than ever. Religion is not mentioned as a factor to impose visas on countries, but the this factor in
undeniable, significantly high, visible in the Passport Index. Therefore, in this thesis, I will link the
religion of Islam to passports and their holder’s mobility. This thesis will investigate if the reasons
for these certain countries to score low on the Passport Index have to do with the reasons to
impose visas (in general) mentioned above, or that religion (Islam) does play a role in this
phenomena. The following table visually shows the path, with the relevant questions, that I will
follow in order to understand why these Islamic countries score significantly low on Passport
Indices.

Table 1: Questions to ask during investigation

Poverty?
Western impact?

Terrorism?
Low ranked passport are
mostly Muslim passports

Why?
Illegal
immigration?
Other reasons?*

Or does the Islam play a factor?

*The reasons why the indicator ‘other reasons’ is included in this table, has to do with the nature of this research.
This research is inductive and explorative (moreover in Chapter 2). This means that there probably are other
reasons – than the reasons found in the literature study beforehand – that explain why the Muslim passports
score relatively low on Passport Indices.

1.2 Research relevance
There are a number of reasons why it is relevant to look at visa-restrictions and its unequal
division in the world. According to Perkmann and Sum (2002), research on borders is expanding
due to renewed interest in the changes of states, sovereignty and border control in the last two
decades. Jailly (2011) states that factors for this growing interest are economic globalisation,
political integration in the nation states of the European Union (EU), free trade integration in North
America and the rise of information-communication. The study of Hirst and Thompson (1999)
made a first attempt at analysing and understanding the role of visa restrictions in unequal access
to other countries. Their conclusion is that much more future research should be done in order to
understand the impact of visa restrictions. In particular, more in-depth and qualitative studies.
They state that this subject is relatively new to academics and, therefore, the literature is not
exhaustive yet. This is another reasons that to focus on visa restrictions and the inequality in
mobility. The current literature is not saturated in such extent that it specifically focusses on the
impact of visa restrictions and the discrimination coming along with it. The literature found in this
thesis has mainly been found on search terms such as 'mobility', 'border control' and 'border
policies', while terms such as 'passport' or 'visa' were harder to find proper literature with. This is

striking, since border control and people's mobility starts with a passport and its corresponding
visa. Data of visa restrictions form, therefore, a missing gap in science and make this research
question scientifically relevant.

Dicken (2004) also explains that is important that geographers should not forget the impact
globalisation has on people’s mobility. Researchers often analyse the economic and diplomatic
aspects of globalisation, while they do not focus on the changes in the actual mobility of world
citizens. The reason why mobility matters in the contemporary world is, according to Henley and
Partners (2018), that the need for visa-free access has grown. Individuals want to explore more of
the world for economic reasons, but also for leisure reasons. And sometimes, they even have no
other choice than moving.

The relevance to focus specifically on the case of Muslim passports, is bilateral. At first, the case
study of this thesis beforehand made clear that no such research as linking religion to passports
has ever been investigated. Not that specifically. Since the last decades, many Muslims living in
predominantly Islamic countries have known conflicts and, as a result, forced migration.
Therefore, border control became more important for them to live in safety. At the same time, the
countries receiving (Muslim) migrants, became more protective over their borders. Looking at the
social relevance of Muslim passports, it is contrary that tourists are able to travel for leisure, while
refugees, who are in danger, are not able to flee to a safe place.

1.3 Research aim
The aim of this research is to gain insight in why world-access differs so much between citizens
of Western countries and those of the Islamic countries listed bottom. Looking at different angles
and different motivations behind the problem, this thesis needs to bring up clarification. The aim
of this thesis is to provide an insight of the phenomenon of low valued Muslim passports and to
provide answers why it seems like there is a link between the religion of Islam and low scoring
passports on Passport Indices. Because visa restrictions describes mobility of people, this thesis
eventually uses this factor to better understand (Muslim) inequality in mobility in the world.

1.4 Research questions
This chapter describes the questions that are analysed to gain more insights in the inequality in
mobility for Muslims. The main question to bear in mind is why this inequality for Muslim’s mobility
takes place. Therefore, the main questions and sub questions of this thesis consist of questions
that try to find answers on the why of the phenomenon.

1.4.1 Central question
Why are most of the passports with the lowest value ranked in the Passport Index Muslim
passports?

1.4.2 Sub questions
Division of value of passports in general
1. To what extent are passports globally unequally divided?
2. What are the reasons for this unequal division?

Case study: value of Muslim passports
3. What is the timeline of the changes in the value of Muslim passports?
4. To what extent do the factors that determine visa restrictions play a role in the ‘bottom’ ranked
countries?
5. How do the U.S. and the EU impact the value of Muslim passports?

Future
6. What is the future perspective for Muslim passports?

Explanation questioning
The reason I specifically choose to link a religion to the value of a passport, is so that I can test if
there is a relation between the two factors. First, I want to gain more knowledge about the subject
itself and understand to what extent the passport values are unequal divided. Therefore, I will
provide relative literature that explains why visas are imposed in general. Also, I will provide an
overview of what the actual problem is by mapping which countries benefit and which countries
disadvantage of visa restrictions. To further understand the problem, I will briefly look into the
history of passports and border security for Muslims. Looking at the changes, helps explaining
which events are crucial for a country to stricter its borders and exclude a specific group. After
gaining knowledge of the context of the phenomena, I will investigate the most crucial questions:
which factors determine why these Islamic countries are bottomed the lowest in the Passport
Index? I will do this based on the criteria described in 1.1 (problem statement). In this analysis, I
will constantly link to the religion of Islam, to see if I can also conclude this as a factor to impose
visas on countries. As described above, the literature study explained that it is mostly the West,
specifically the U.S. and the EU Europe (see definitions), that impose visa restrictions on the
‘bottom’ ranked countries. The U.S. and the EU will therefore be a thread in this research by
analysing the impacts the U.S. and the EU have on the value of the bottom ranked Islamic
countries. At last, the conclusion of all data gathered, including a future perspective, will be given.

2. Methodology
The following chapter explains the methodology used to gather information for this thesis and to
eventually provide answers to the research questions.

2.1 Definitions
In order for all readers to interpret the results and conclusions in the same way, this chapter first
explains common used terms that are sensitive to misinterpretation. The terms such as 'bottom
countries' and 'Muslim passports' are terms created by myself, in order to improve the legibility of
the results. The definitions additionally explain some considerations made in order to choose a
focus for this thesis.
Bottom countries = The terms 'bottom countries' or 'bottom ranked countries' or 'countries with the
lowest passports values', are used interchangeably. By these terms is meant the countries
scoring the lowest on different passport indices. In this thesis, the bottom ten lowest scoring
countries on their passport values are being mentioned. These countries currently are (Henley &
Partners, 2018): Lebanon, Eritrea, Libya, Nepal, Yemen, Somalia, Pakistan, Syria, Iraq and
Afghanistan (in order of high to lower value). To focus on the case study of the Muslim passport,
the only non-predominantly Islamic countries, Nepal is excluded in analysis.

Muslim passports = This thesis describes a Muslim passport as a passport belonging to someone
who is born in a predominantly Islamic country. Islamic countries can be divided into four different
political and religious forms: 1) Islamic states: Iran, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan,
Mauritania, and Yemen. Sharia law as basis for government. 2) Islam as state religion: Egypt,
Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Algeria, Malaysia, Maldives, Morocco, Libya, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates,
Somalia, and Brunei and Libya. Muslim majorities and Islam important factor in politics. 3) Neutral
Muslim Majority countries: Niger, Indonesia, Sudan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sierra Leone, and
Djibouti. Overwhelmingly Muslim population, but Islam is not the state religion. 4) Secular Muslim
majority countries: Albania, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Chad, The Gambia, Guinea,
Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Kyrgyzstan, Mali, Northern Cyprus, Nigeria, Senegal, Syria, Lebanon,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Turkey, and Uzbekistan. Separation between state and religion.
Citizens are ‘followers’ of the Islam (Pariona, World Atlas, 2018). The following map visually
shows which countries contain a strong Muslim population. If the Muslim population in a countries
is over 70%, it can be seen as a predominant Islamic countries and its inhabitants consequently
have a Muslim passport (PBS, 2018).

OECD-countries = OECD stands for the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. This organisation is broadly used in scholars to compare countries with each other.
OECD-countries are most likely the wealthiest countries in the world. In total, 35 countries
contribute to the goal of the OECD: "better policies for better lives". Among these OECDcountries falls the U.S. and the countries of the EU, but also countries such as Japan and SouthKorea are included (OECD, 2018). Even though OECD is often mentioned in the literature used in
this thesis, the focus on the impact on Muslims passports is particularly in the Western countries
U.S. and Europe, as described below.

Western countries = This thesis describes the West as North America (in particular the United
States) and European countries. The reason to focus on these parts is twofold. First of all, this
choice is based on the book Islamophobia of Bakali (2016), who describes Islam, Islamophobia
and the racism that comes along with religion in these parts of the world. She therefore offers
valid data that is usable and matches the research questioning. Secondly, the definition of the
European Union also focusses on these parts of the world defining the West. According to
O’Hagan’s case study (2002) there is no single definition of what ‘the West’ or ‘Western countries’
are. To explain Western blocks in the world, we can differ the West from other parts of the world
by three contexts: cultural definition (religion), political definition (institutional, democrats) and
economical (rich) definition. Based on Christianity, derived from European colonisation, cold war,
economically powerful countries, rich countries and institutions. Also, after analysing over more
than twenty case studies, I figured that most texts explain the ‘heart of the West’ as the U.S. and
countries of the EU. To demarcate this research, I therefore choose analysing the West as the
EU and North-America, in which the U.S. will play a large role since most literature can be found
of this country. The reason for not further elaborate on the impacts of other OECD-countries (with
also highly valued passports) such as Japan or South-Korea, is because most literature can be
found in Europe and the U.S. Another reasons to not focus on these other OECD-countries is
also to guarantee the feasibility of this research. In the time frame provided for this thesis, 4,5
months, I have to choose my focus instead of analysing the whole world.
Islamophobia = Allen (2010) defines Islamophobia as ‘an ideology and a function of racism, that
sustains and perpetuates negatively evaluated meaning about Muslims (p. 190)’ Islamophobia
forms and constructs the ‘Muslim other’. This racisms happens often on a less explicit way that in
direct relationships of power, but has a large effect since it happens in everyday power
relationships.

2.2 Inductive research
The most important given of the methodology of this thesis is that the research phase happens in
an inductive way. As Strauss and Corbin (1998) described this, inductive research is when “the
researcher begins with an area of study and allows the theory to emerge from the data” (p. 12).
Therefore, this thesis does not provide an extensive theoretical framework, initially. The theory in
this thesis is gathered during the process of finding results. Therefore, the theory will be formed in
the conclusion phase. It is the opposite of deductive research, in which the researcher is testing
the already existing assumptions and theories by linking new founded data constantly back to
these assumptions or theories.

This research starts by asking an empirical question, that tries to explain an outstanding finding
that requires further explanation. This explanation, with its corresponding theory, becomes more
clear as the research progresses. To still work in a structured way and to work towards a more

specific theoretical framework, I will use two qualitative approaches that apply strongly to my
method of analysing the main questions. These qualitative approaches are ‘grounded theory’ and
‘case study’ (Creswell, 2006). On the one hand, the results of the data collection searches for a
trend, a red line in the story of the data. These results can lead to a theory development, on
which other researchers can further build on. On the other hand, this thesis mainly focuses on
existing data, in contrary to typical grounded theory wherein often 20 to 30 participants are
interviewed to collect data. As in the methodology of case study, the data collection of this thesis
is based on scientific research, peer-reviewed articles, news articles and books by experts in the
field of visa research and mobility.

2.3 Case study
Creswell (2006) describes a case study as a qualitative approach in which the researcher
explores a real-life, contemporary bounded system or multiple cases over time. These cases are
described in detailed and provide in-depth data collections that lead to multiple sources of
information. In this thesis, the phenomenon of inequality in mobility (through passport/visa
indices) is being investigated. To give an example of this inequality, this thesis focusses on the
most deviant case: the lowest ranked Islamic countries on the Passport Index. This thesis
focuses on different aspects of this sub category, e.g. the influence of Western countries on the
inequality of passport values. Looking at different aspects of the phenomenon. A broad context is
given. The intention of a case study can be divided in instrumental intentions and intrinsic
intentions. In this thesis, the intention is to understand a specific issue (inequality mobility through
the value of passports/visa) and a case is selected to best understand the problem (the Muslim
passport). This is called the instrumental intention (Stake, 1995).

2.4 Grounded theory
Besides focusing on one case study, the qualitative approach of ‘grounded theory’ has also got
common ground with the methodology of finding results in this thesis. According to Creswell (
2010), the aim of grounded theory is to move beyond the description of an experience, and aims
to generate or discover a theory. First of all, the primary data of this research are based on
existing data. These data will be analysed through the coding program Atlas.ti 8. This program
offers researchers the possibility to code founded data. The documents that contain relevant
information will be uploaded in Atlas.ti 8 and the text will be coded openly, axial and selective.
This process of coding helps the me as researcher to find the core phenomenon or categories of
the problem step-by-step. This process helps me to find the ‘red-line’ of the story and possibly
develop a new theory on the phenomena.

Axiology
Creswell (2006) states that the writing of qualitative research is ‘positioned’, meaning that

researchers shape the writing and need to be open about and acknowledge their interpretation.
Every researcher comes from different backgrounds, values one aspect more than the other and
gives different meanings to subjects. Accumulative, these personal givens shape the context and
the interpretation of the data founded. Because this axiology differs per researcher, I consciously
choose to write from the first-person narrative and point out in which parts of the data
interpretation subjectivity played a role.

In the following table, the methodology of this thesis is visually imaged:
Table 2: Methodology

Phenomena: unequal
mobility in the world

Measurable through the
value of passports/visa
restrictions

Using Passport Indices

Inductive research

Selecting most deviant
case: the value of Muslim
passports
(bottom ranked countries)

Theory developing
(grounded theory)

2.5 Answering the sub questions
In the table showed below, the method to answers the sub questions are explained per question.
This table is divided in the research method, the sources used and the relevance of this
approach.
Table 3: Answering the research questions

Sub question

Research

Sources

Relevance

Analysing the

Henley & Partners

Outlining the current

current Passport

(2018)

situation

Ohmae (1990),

Outlining the views of

Johnson (2011),

peer-reviewed scientists

Wang (2004),

(in different times) to

Gilboy (1991)

understand general

method
1) Global division

Index
2) Reasons division
global passports

Literature study

reasons for imposing
visas.

3) Changes Muslim

- Literature study

Wave theory

Creating an overview of

passport

- Timeline

(Rapoport, 2013),

events where border

changes

Homeland Security,

control changed and

- News articles

European Union

which were relevant for

(border) policy

the Muslim passport

documents
4)

Determining

Analysing culture,

Creating an overview of

Similarities/difference

variables to

economic

similarities or differences

‘bottom’ countries*

compare

situations,

to determine other

countries based

terrorism- and

variables besides

on literature study

migration rates.

religion (Islam).

- Literature study

Neumayer (2010),

Analysis of Western

- News articles

Bakali (2016),

impact through the eyes

Geatrick (2017)

of specialists in order to

5) Impact US/EU

deepener understand
the value of a Muslim
passport
6) Future perspective

- Literature study

Bourdieu, Habitus & Provide an image of

- Linking theory

Field (1985), Wave

what holders of a Muslim

Theory Rapoport

passport can expect

(2013)

3. Theoretical framework
In this chapter, a deeper context of the theory used in this research will be discussed. As
described above, the theoretical context of this thesis emerges of the data gathered in an
inductive way. Therefore, the theories of which I know beforehand that can be useful for this
subject are already described beneath.

3.1 Passport Index
In this thesis, the Henley & Partners Passport Index is being used as pedestal to investigate
passport inequality. Henley & Partners is a research firm, that calls itself ‘global leader in
residence and citizenship planning’. Besides their databases, they provide citizens worldwide
advisory in citizenship programs. Yearly, the firm creates a ranking of residence and citizenship
planning worldwide. This ranking is images the power of different passports in the world. The
ranking of passports includes all 196 recognised countries in the world. This ‘passport-index’ is
based on the International Air Transport Association and updated its information real-time due to
constant changes in visa-policies. Henley & Partners also provide various press releases in which
they describe passport trends and striking news of this particular theme.

Another firm that investigates citizenship and residence and advises world citizens is Arton
Capital. This firm also created a passport index (Passportindex.org). This firm uses the 193
United Nations member countries passports and gathers its information as real-time as possible
through official information of governments and publicly resources available.
The two firms do not differ much in their rankings. As well as in the Henley & Partners ranking,
the ranking of Arton Capital ranks in the top Singapore, Germany and European countries and at
the bottom Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan and other (Islamic) countries. The difference between the
two firms is that Henley & Partners provides a clearer overview of the ranking, whereas Arton
Capital provide more specific information per country. Therefore, I use Henley & Partners as the
pedestal of comparing countries with each other and I use Arton Capital to find more specific
information once I find striking results that need more clarification.

4. Results
This chapter provides the analysis of the questioning. The sub questions are being answered, in
order to finally answer the main question of this thesis. This chapter first discusses passport
inequality in general and then focusses specifically on the case of the Muslim passport.

4.1 Division of value of passports in general
Passports and its corresponding visas that people have, are of different values. These values
differ largely from each other. Wang (2004) states that passports that are more ‘useful’ are
therefore more valuable. The image below is the current Passport Index of Henley & Partners:
Image 4: The latest passport index – 27-03-’18 (Henley & Partners, 2018)

Source: Henley & Partners (2018)

The lead in this ranking is dominated by two South-East Asian countries: Japan and Singapore.
The second place until the 15th place is dominated by Western countries, with an exception of
South-Korea and Malaysia.

Reasons imposing visas
Neumayer (2006) – as well as Henley & Partners (2018) – explain that the main reasons for
countries to impose visa restrictions on other countries are the following:

•

Control the flow of visitors

•

Maintain sovereignty

•

Prevent illegal immigration

•

Prevent illegal activities such as terrorism

If a country imposes visa restrictions on another country, a traveller from this other country is
forced to apply for a visa and therefore is forced to be screened by the country he or she travels
to. The country imposing the visa, allows its authorities to screen potential visitors. It also allows
countries to distinguish certain people to enter or not to enter, even before they arrived in that
country. Neumayer (2010) describes that Western countries are stuck in a dilemma of improving
trade and economy on the one hand, and the control over migration/border flows on the other
hand. While trade is one of the most important factors to not impose visa restrictions, the fear of
long term migration and the rise of fear of terrorism makes, according to Neumayer, that the
restrictions only become higher.
The fact that most Western countries are the ones imposing the visas on the less wealthy
countries, explains the division of equality in the value of passports. This principle reminds me of
the field-habitus theory of Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu explains social interaction and social
development, in short, on the basis of the following interplay: the rich stay rich and the poor
staying poor. While rich Western countries free their borders to each other, they close their
borders for 'others'. The poorer countries, even in crucial (conflict) situation, are stuck. While the
richer West takes advantage of all the opportunities the 'borderless world' offers, this
phenomenon disadvantages the poorer countries by rich countries lacking their mobility
(Bourdieu, 1993).

Growing inequality
The rising importance of passports, and its visas, grew since nation states became more aware of
their functions. A visa, for example, can serve as a tool to regulate in- and outflows of migrants.
There is one phenomenon that made the skewed distribution of passport values grow. This is, as
described in the introduction, the rising importance of a global world. In this age, globalization has
reached levels never seen before (Ohmae, 1990). The increasing trade between nation states
made crossing borders easier and more essential. Soysal stated in 1994 already that the world is
moving from a “national” to a “post-national” model of citizenship. The last decade, globalization
even reached a higher level in the field of trading and international organisation. But also the ‘new
media’ contributes to growing demand for mobility. Tools such as Facebook and Twitter make
foreign places more transparent than ever. Anyone can see anything and makes the world more
open than ever. In the age of globalization, people tend to believe that freedom of movement
should be a part of basic human rights (Wang, 2004). The increasing mobility of humans
worldwide, has had positive as well as negative effects on political structures. While mobility

made trading easier, the general assumption is also that increasing mobility made that states
gradually lost more of their capacity to regulate their national flows. Nation states have become
stricter on securing their borders. And as Johnson, et. al., (2011) states, have become more
protective over their sovereignty. According to Wang (2004), securing borders took a turn after
the 9/11 attacks in the U.S. The answer of U.S.'s border policy to these attacks were taking
strong precautions. Particularly to people whose passport originated from an Islamic country, that
Bush considered to possibly be related to terrorism. On the one hand, more and more people are
crossing international borders. On the other hand, the fear of terrorism and xenophobia increased
and nation states want more control over their borders to maintain sovereignty and counteract to
terrorism. These developments lead to border checkpoints to act more sufficient and fast to
process all incoming passports or visa requests. Gilboy explained in 1991 already the
classification of borders. This phenomenon distinguishes the “desirable vs. the undesirable” or
the “trustworthy vs. the untrustworthy”. These are coarsely decisions that checkpoints make
based on a passport only. The last decade, border checkpoints, such as airport security, have
developed into even more fast-track passport recognisers since the mobility of people - and
contrary the fear of ‘others’ - increased.

4.2 Timeline changes Muslim passport
This chapter specifically focusses on the case study of Muslim passports. First, an overview of
changes in these passports is imaged in a timeline. Secondly, the countries that score low on the
Passport Index are analysed. What do they have in common besides religion? Elaborating on
this, the Western impacts on Muslim passports are being analysed, since they are the ones
imposing visa restrictions on the bottom ranking countries. What are the reasons for doing this?
And, maybe even more importantly, what are the impacts of their actions?

The table beneath displays the changes in passport values of the bottom ranked passports over
the last ten years. What is striking in this data, is that the changes over time are relatively small.
Most of the countries mentioned below have been in the same position for the last ten years.
Starting in 2008, Palestinian Territory had the lowest valued passport. This changed one year
later, when Afghanistan embodied bottom place. Afghanistan has lingered on this spot since ever
since. From 2011, also Nepal and in 2012 Syria end up in the lowest ten passports. With the
exception of Nepal and Sri Lanka, the countries mentioned are - strikingly - only countries with a
predominant Muslim population.
Table 4: Passport ranking 2008-2018 (Henley & Passports, 2018)

Year Lowest score global passport ranking (in order of value)
2008 Myanmar, South Sudan, Sudan, Iran, Pakistan, Somalia, Iraq, Afghanistan, Congo,
Palestine.

2009 Iran, Myanmar, Eritrea, Lebanon, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Iraq, Palestine,
Afghanistan.

2010 Iran, Myanmar, Eritrea, Lebanon, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Iraq, Palestine,
Afghanistan
2011 Nepal, Lebanon, Palestine, Eritrea, South Sudan, Sudan, Pakistan, Iraq, Somalia,
Afghanistan.
2012 Syria, Sudan, Lebanon, Nepal, Eritrea, Pakistan, Palestine, Iraq, Somalia, Afghanistan.
2013 Lebanon, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Nepal, Eritrea, Palestine, Pakistan, Somalia, Iraq,
Afghanistan.
2014 Eritrea, Libya, Sudan, Syria, Nepal, Palestine, Pakistan, Somalia, Iraq, Afghanistan.
2015 South Sudan, Sudan, Eritrea, Nepal, Palestine, Syria, Pakistan, Somalia, Iraq,
Afghanistan
2016 Iran, Nepal, Palestine, Sudan, Libya, Syria, Somalia, Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan
2017 Palestine, Sudan, Eritrea, Yemen, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Pakistan, Iraq, Afghanistan.
2018 Lebanon, Eritrea, Libya, Nepal, Yemen, Somalia, Pakistan, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan.

To analyse why these Islamic countries have been ranked so low on the Index for the last ten
years, I will analyse which events determined this position. The focus here is on the most
important changes and events in Western countries. In particular in the U.S. and in the EU. This
overview explains more of what made it harder for Muslims to cross (Western) borders. The data
of the overview is collected by analysing official Homeland Security pages, policy documents of
the European Union and relevant news resources.
Table 5: Timeline border security for Muslims

1988:
Foundation of
Al Quada

1979: Gulf
war U.S.-Iran

1973: Oil crisis

1979:
Emergence
religious wave
of terrorism

1992:
Maastricht
Treaty Creation of the
European Union
(EU)

1985:
Schengen
Acquis

1991: Gul war
U.S.-Iraq

2002: Foundation
of Department of
Homeland

2001: 9/11 attacks
in the U.S.

2001: Foundation
of Federal Air
Marshal Program

2004: Madrid
train bombings

2003: Creation of
US-visit

2013: Terrorism
Information
Awareness
Program

2008: Henley &
Partners start
gathering
passport data

2010: Arab
Spring

2015 (Nov):
Paris attacks

2015: Peak point
in EU's refugee
crisis

2013: Civil War
in Syria

2016 (Jul):
Nice attacks

2016 (Mar):
Brussel
attacks

2008: Launch of
U.S. ESTA

2015 (Nov): EUTurkey deal

2018:
Trump's
immigration
reform: h-1b
visa

2017: Brexit

2016: European
nations take
control over own
policies

2017 (Jan):
Trump's
immigration
ban ('Muslim
ban')

Explanation timeline
Starting with the oil crisis, Western countries were in conflict with Middle-Eastern countries. The
most important event in this timeline is the 9/11 attacks in 2001. As described before, this event
created global fear of terrorism. Especially Islamic terrorism. Bush introducing the ‘War on Terror’
as response to the attacks, set a discourse created fear amongst Western citizens and the rise of
Islamophobia. The reason for this discourse to hold on until the current day, are the attacks
committed by Islamic terrorist after 9/11, in the last two decades (Bakali, 2016). Attacks on
Western citizens confirmed Bush’s fear and was these attacks exposed the West to intensify and

justify their fear of the Islam. Politicians were now able to justify their actions taken in Middle
Eastern countries. The timeline shows the growing fear of ‘the other’ by showing how step-bystep implementations were accepted to secure borders more strictly. The timeline of Homeland
Security (2017) showed that, after 9/11, the U.S. controlled their borders more strictly. I find that
they also started to control their border more specifically: step-by-step they created new organs of
the US government, such as the Department of Homeland, the US-visit, the Federal Air Marshal
Program, the ESTA, secure communities and eventually with Trump’s strict border- and migration
reforms. This process resulted in, almost 17 years after 9/11, U.S. borders are more protected
than ever. What is striking in this timeline is that the U.S. gradually took more control over its
borders by implementation small regulations, such as face recognition, biometrics, computers
controlling in- and outflows of people and the information gathering of the flows. According to
Shear, et. Al. (2017) the border became, gradually, less welcoming to ‘others’. It was only until
Trump made it obvious that U.S. borders were not for everyone, by implementing his 90-day
immigration ban, also known by the public as the ‘Muslim ban’ . He eventually reformed his
immigration policy with the h01b-visa, but critics say this reform is still discriminating against
Muslims. The latest reform, for example, justifies the control of “persons of interest” (Shear, et. Al,
2017). According to Zakaria (2018), the persons are based on an number of risk indicators:
"being young, male and having national origins in the Middle East, South Asia or Africa."
The European Union implemented stricter border control the step-by-step, but did not do this as
obvious as Trump’s ‘Muslim ban’. The first steps to control EU’s borders was the creation of the
Schengen Agreement, which offered open border to all European citizens. The European
citizenships were made official in the Maastricht Treaty. Koikkalainen (2011) states that while
Europe’s nation became stronger together and opened their borders to each other, they become
more hostile against non-European by strictly controlling their borders and not letting ‘others’ in
that easily. EU’s borders were only really tested with the refugee crisis, peaking in 2015. This
crisis was the result of the Arab spring, and especially the protests got out of hand into a civil war
in Syria. According to the ICMPD (2016) only 14 members of the EU made available 3.346 places
for relocation, out of the 160.000 planned places. The refugees in the EU and in Turkey live – and
some still do – in deplorable circumstances in refugee camps. An example of this is the current
situation between England and French border city Calais. Refugees in Calais are waiting to go to
England, but the English government blocks the process of letting refugees in (Bulman, 2018).
The reasons why Brexit was adopted in the timeline, is because this event inter alia occurred by
growing critical questions in the refugee crisis. While more and more refugees tried to reach the
EU, also terrorist attacks in the EU occurred more frequently. As the timeline shows, only in one
year time, Paris, Nice and Brussel underwent terrorist attacks with a high amount of deaths.
Islamic terrorism becomes more 'regular' than 'irregular' in the mind of EU’s citizens. The reason
for calling it Islamic terrorism here, is because the terrorist groups claiming the attacks, also claim
to do this out of their religion: the Islam. The frame of ‘all Muslims being potential terrorists’ was

already adopted in the minds of Western people (Bakali, 2016). From 2016 on, the EU’s
countries took more control of their own migration policy, since the dissatisfaction towards EU
policies among countries grew. Beside England, also the Dutch government became critical
about the refugee issue. Prime minister Rutte described this as: “growing discomfort among
Dutch citizens”. In extend, Serbia, Hungary and Slovenia are threatening to close their borders or
to refuse incoming refugees (Vonberg, 2017).

4.3 The extent to which the factors that determine visa restrictions play a
role in the ‘bottom’ ranked countries
In this chapter, I will analyse to what extent the factors that, according to Henley & Partners (..)
and Neumayer (2006., 2010), determine the position of a country’s position in the Passport
Ranking play a role in why the current bottom-ranked countries are positioned here. These
factors are: conflict, poverty, terrorism, illegal immigration and the Western impact. The first four
factors will be discussed in this chapter. The central question in this chapter is if the bottom
countries ‘match’ with the reasons to impose visa restrictions on them. Are these factors backbreaking to explain the position of the bottom ranked countries? Or is the coincidence of all being
predominantly Islamic country still to significant?
According to van Houtum (2010) men speak of three global wars: the war on drugs, the war on
terror and the war on ‘illegal’ immigration. These last two wars are, according to van Houtum,
increasingly linked with each other. The reason illegal is positioned within quotations marks, is
because van Houtum considers the word illegal as dubious: no human is illegal, only its activities
can be illegal. Therefore, in this chapter, I prefer to use the term undocumented migrants instead
of illegal migrants. I therefore also use the term ‘irregular migration’ instead of illegal immigration,.
Comparison
First, I compare the bottom countries on the Passport Ranking with Neumayer’s (2010)
statement: richer countries impose more visa restriction on other countries, because they fear
‘illegal’ migration. Citizens of poorer countries migrate to richer countries to find a wealthier life.
The results of Neuymayer’s research show that imposing visa restrictions on countries has got
negative effects on a country’s economy and trade. Still, richer countries maintain the highest
restrictions on poorer countries. They are stuck in a dilemma of improving trade and economy on
the one hand, and the control migration and border flows on the other hand. While trade is one of
the most important factors to not impose visa restrictions, the fear of long term migration and the
rise of fear of terrorism makes, according to Neumayer, that the restrictions only become higher.

4.3.1 Poverty
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) provides an overview of the economic data from all
countries in the world, based on various indicators. The IMF has got the most recent data on

GDP’s compared to other economic comparison tools. As described above, the indicators that
determine if a country impose visa restrictions on other country are based on the fact is a country
is ‘poor’ and what the trade market of a country is looking like. The IMF provides the variable of
every country’s GDP *, to measure how poor or how rich a country is (and will be). According to
the IMF (2018), the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) can be described as the most commonly
used single measure of a country’s overall economic activity that represents: the total value at
constant prices of final goods and services produced within a country during a year.
To compare GDP’s, the table underneath shows the ranking of each ‘bottom’ country in the global
GDP ranking. To analyse the differences between the bottom and the Western countries, the U.S.
and Germany are added again. Beforehand, it is useful to know that GDP does not describe a
whole economy of a country. Critics explain that GDP purely looks at production and that is it
hard to consider all of the goods and services that actually exist in the economy (Lequiller, 2005).
Even though some are critical of the GDP measurement, GDP still gives a (rough) image of how
the world’s economy is divided. Since this thesis does not particularly has an economical
approach, I will focus on GDP as a measurement to compare country’s economies.
This ranking is from zero (highest GPD) to 191 (lowest GDP). What is striking of these rankings is
that the bottom ranked countries in the Passport Index are indeed the more poorer countries than
the Western countries, but do definitely not have the lowest GDP compared to all countries in the
world. Knowing that the world’s GDP ranking closes with the number 191, Eritrea is the lowest
scoring ‘bottom country’ ranked as number 149. Countries like Suriname, Sierra Leone, Fiji,
Liberia and many small islands are ranked below Eritrea. Iraq, Iran and Pakistan, three of the
bottom countries on the Passport Index, are even ranked within the 55th countries with the highest
GDP’s in the world.

Table 6: GDP per bottom listed country

Country

GDP ranking

Afghanistan

111

Pakistan

41

U.S.

1

Yemen

117

Somalia

148

Iraq

54

Iran

27

Eritrea

149

Germany

4

Sudan

77

Lebanon

82

Syria

Not available*

Libya

98

4.3.2 Migration
The other variable Henley & Passports and Neumayer (2010) name as factor for a country state
to impose visa restrictions on other countries, is to control irregular migration. Above, we looked
at economical situations of the Western- and the bottom ranked countries. The assumption

hereby was that the poorer the country, the more likely the country’s citizens want to migrate to a
richer country. For example to find better living circumstances. How is the actual situation of
migration at the bottom ranked countries?

The Migration Policy Institute (MPI) uses the United Nation's Population Division dataset to map
emigrants and immigrants in the world. The table below shows two rankings: (1) the position of
the country that it is the destination country for other countries and (2) the position of the country
that it is the sending country (MPI, 2017).
Table 7: Overview immigration and emigration per bottom listed country

Sending country

Destination country

Syria

6

49

Pakistan

7

18

Afghanistan

11

122

Somalia

30

162

Sudan

31

58

Iraq

38

84

Yemen

54

81

Lebanon

81

32

Eritrea

99

192

Libya

145

57

This table shows that the bottom countries are not necessarily the countries that sent the most
migrants to other countries. Except from Pakistan and Syria, that score relatively high on the
ranking of sending countries. Countries that score higher than Pakistan and Syria are for example
number one sending country India, secondly Mexico, followed by Russia, China and Bangladesh.
Remarkably, none of these countries are ranked bottom on the Passport Index, while they score
the highest on migration rates. According to MPI’s analysis, the U.S. is ranked number one as
destination country, Saudi Arabia second and Germany third.
Besides the migrants that arrive with papers in their ‘new’ country, the worlds also knows a large
move of undocumented migrants. These people travel without papers. They do not possess a
visa on arrival in the country they migrate (or flee) to. PICUM (2013), the Platform for International
Cooperation on Undocumented Migrants, estimates that ten to fifteen percent of all migrants in
the world are undocumented migrants. These people arrive in a ‘new’ country without any papers,
also no visa. PICUM also states that the U.S. is one of the only countries globally who offers
credible estimated of the undocumented population of their country. This intensive knowledge is
due to years of intensive data collection and the U.S. government giving this data gathering
priority. Analysing the available literature on undocumented migrants in the world and their origin,

I found that the data is not complete and give different estimations. Following on the fact that the
U.S. has the most reliable data of this subject, it is not surprising that most data found analysis
the U.S. migration landscape. The following figure shows the origins of the undocumented
migrants that arrive or live in the U.S in 2012.
Image 4: Origins of undocumented migrants in the U.S. (Baker, B. & Rytina, N., 2013)

According to Baker, et. Al. (2013) the U.S. estimates to have almost 11,5 million undocumented
migrants living in their country in 2012. As also visible, this number decreased compared to the
estimation of 2010. The largest number of undocumented migrants migrating to the U.S. originate
from Mexico (59%). This ranking is followed by other Central- and South American countries,
such as El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. The other largest countries of origin of the
undocumented migrants are from South-East Asia, like the Philippines, China and Korea. This
data does not show any of the ‘bottom-countries’ in the Passport Index on their division of origins.
This means that migration, document or undocumented, is not directly linked to the Passport
Index if it comes to the U.S. This still seems a paradox, since U.S. government use migration as
one of their biggest motivation to impose visa restrictions on the bottom countries.

PICUM (2013) describes the Clandestino project. A project that the European parliament created
in 2009 that had to produce estimations of the size of undocumented and document migrants in
Europe. This project was launched due to the lack of information the EU has got of their migrants.
The data collection of the Clandestino aimed to provide a basis for in-depth analysis of the
migrant landscape within the EU. After research, the Clandestino project estimated a range of 1,9
to 3,8 million undocumented migrants living in the EU member states. Even though this
estimation is still a rough estimation of the actual number of undocumented migrants, EU
countries often rely on this incomplete and incomparable data. The range differs in million, but the
data is still used to justify and cover apprehensions at EU’s extern borders. Another branch of the
European Parliament, the European Parliamentary Research Service (2015), provided

demographic numbers of the undocumented migrants living in EU member states. One of these
demographics is the origin of the migrants. The following map shows the top fifteen citizenships
of undocumented migrants that are found in the EU.
Image 5: Citizenships of undocumented migrants in the EU (European Parliament Research Service, 2015)

The striking finding of this data is that there is a linkage between the bottom ranked countries on
the Passport Index and the countries that the undocumented migrants in the EU originate from. In
contrary to the U.S., where most undocumented migrants are of Central- and Southern American
origin, most of EU’s undocumented migrants originate from Syria, Eritrea and Afghanistan. The
EU counts 27 member states and when all these states impose restrictions on the same
countries, such as Syria, this counts for a larger stake in the position of these ‘denied’ countries.
For example, once the EU decides to impose visa restrictions on Syria, Syria decreases its
position on the Passport Index more than when ‘only’ the U.S. (one country) applies these
regulations. Still, the data gathered of undocumented migrant in the EU are, according to PICUM
(2013), generally incomplete, out of date or unreliable. The EU misses consistent statics. In
PICUM’s report, they grumble on the importance of reliable data in order to form border
regulations.
“In the absence of consistent statistics, policy decisions and public opinions may be based on
erroneous information possibly provided by biased sources.” – PICUM (2013)

4.3.3 Conflict and Terrorism
The third variable that determines if a country imposes visa restrictions is the degree of (potential)
terrorism in a specific country and if the country ascertains in a conflict area. The reason these
two factors are aggregated is that, according to the Global Terrorism Index (2017), the impact of

terrorism is most likely arising from internal conflicts. Conflicts and terrorism are narrow linked to
each other. The following quote upholds this finding:
“Six of the ten most impacted countries were involved in internal conflict, which has facilitated and
led to an increase in terrorism.” – Institute for Economics & Peace (2017)
David Rapoport (2013) wrote his ‘Four waves of terrorism’, in which he describes how terrorism
has always been there since the first century. He describes the similarities and differences
between the four waves of terrorism, based on the terrorists characteristics, methodology,
weapons, goals and ideologies. The four waves are: the anarchist wave, the anti-colonial wave,
the new left wave and the religious wave.
The last wave, the religious wave, is the contemporary terrorism wave that is globally seen. This
religious wave, which started around 1980, mostly consist of radical Islamic terrorists. With its
most important turning point: 9/11. From this point on, radical Islamists trying to impose their
ideology was not only seen in the Middle East, but was spread to the West as well. It was a global
matter now. This wave has strengthened since 2010 with the rise of terrorist groups as Islamic
State, Boko Haram and Hezbollah. This theory helps understanding the linkage between ‘fear of
Islam’ (and therefore imposing visa on Muslim countries) and the terrorism trend we are now in.
Rapoport’s theory shows that have not always been the Muslims that were ‘feared’ of. This fear of
terrorism is not linked to a fixed group in the world, but changes within the different waves.
Rapoport also states that one wave lasts about 40 years. According to him, the religious wave we
are now in will end in approximately end within 5 years.

The Institute for Economics & Peace (IEP) yearly provides a report based on the Global
Terrorism Database (GTD) that images terrorism trends and indices. The following image shows
the latest analysis (end 2016/2017) of the impact of terrorism in different nation states. The darker
red the country is indicated, the higher impact of terrorism occurs here.
Image 6: The impact of terrorism (Global Terrorism Index, 2017)

As the world map above shows, the countries affected most by terrorism are centralised in SouthAsia and a large part of Africa. Strikingly, a large part of these countries are listed on the top 10
‘bottom’ countries with the lowest passport values. An even more clear image gives the following
top 10, created by Trading Economics (2017), a research firm providing datasets of indicators to
compare countries (i.e. the Terrorism Index):
Image 7: Countries affected most by terrorism (Trading Economics, 2017)

The list above, explains that Iraq, Afghanistan, Nigeria and Syria have known the most terrorist
activities in the last year(s). The higher the number in the column ‘last (measurement)’, the more
impact of terrorism in a country. As the table also shows, is that we now live in a period that
knows relatively high impacts of terrorism. Syria’s lowest index number was zero, just as Libya.
The latest measurements are strongly similar to the ‘highest’ measurement of these countries
instead of the ‘lowest’. The graph below shows the impact of terrorism in from 2000 until 2014.
First of all, this data shows that the highest impact of terrorism has occurred in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria and Iraq. It also shows that this impact has happened since a long term now.
Whereas terrorism was known– on a relatively low level – in the rest of the world even before
9/11, the impact of terrorism in Islamic countries such Afghanistan and Iraq took a rise since
2003-2004. Since then, these countries have known are long period of terrorism and conflict that
holds on until current day.

Image 8: Division number of attacks in the world (Global Terrorism Index, 2015)

Just as the (bottom-)ranking of the Henley & Partners Passport Index, the countries scoring high
on the Terrorism Index have been steady since the beginning of 2000. Two important facts come
up analysing the ‘bottom’ countries with terrorism. First of all, the countries indicated with the
highest terrorism indices are almost equal to the countries mentioned on the bottom of the value
of passport’s index. Secondly, the equal line in longitudinally of countries scoring high on the
Terrorism index and countries scoring low on the Passport Index are also almost similar. The
Passport Index started gathering data in 2008. This data mentions the countries that are still
ranks current day already in 2008 as ‘lowest valued passports’. In the Terrorism Index, these
same countries are ranked with the highest terrorism impacts. This pattern can explain why the
particular countries at the bottom are in the position they are in: due to the impact of terrorism.
What is still striking, is that non-Islamic countries, such as India and Nigeria, are highly ranked in
the Terrorism Index, but are not significantly ranked low in the Passport Index like the
Afghanistan or Iraq is.
Peace Index
We now know that terrorism, which mostly arises from (internal) conflict within a country, strongly
links to the countries listed bottom in both passport indices. The Institute of Economics and
Peace creates a Global Peace Index (GPI) yearly, that measures where in the world the most
(armed) conflicts are, where it is most safe or unsafe for people to live and also explains the trend
in peace worldwide. The latest GPI (2018) describes that the world is now less peaceful than it
ever was in the last decade. Zooming in on the area in which the bottom listed countries of the
passports indices are positioned, it is striking that this is also the area pointed out is ‘the most
dark red’. The more red a country is pointed out, the less peaceful and the more dangerous it is.
The ‘bottom’ countries of the Passport Index are pinned in orange.

Image 9: Peace situation in bottom ranked countries (Vision Of Humanity, 2018)

Table 9: Passport Index compared to Global Peace Index and Terrorism Index

Bottom ranking Passport

Bottom ranking Global

Terrorism Index

Index

Peace Index

South Sudan

Russia

Libya

Eritrea

Central African Republic

Turkey

Palestinian Territory

Congo

India

Sudan

Libya

Somalia

Yemen

Yemen

Yemen

Pakistan

Somalia

Pakistan

Somalia

Iraq

Syria

Syria

South Sudan

Nigeria

Iraq

Afghanistan

Afghanistan

Afghanistan

Syria

Iraq

In table 5, the bottom listed countries of the Passport Index are compared to the bottom listed
countries of the Global Peace Index and the Terrorism Index. This table shows that there is a
clear pattern between the three indices. In the GPI as well as in the TI, seven of the ten countries
mentioned match with the countries positioned bottom in the Passport Index. This means that 70
percent of the countries who live in the least peaceful nations with the most impact of terrorism,

are most likely also the same nations of which citizens hold a low valued passport. Again, these
countries are mostly predominantly Muslim countries. Besides religion, the ‘bottom’ countries
seem to have a strong link in their similarities: the impact of terrorism and conflict they are living
in.

4.3.4 The exceptions
Another reasons that contradicts the assumption that low valued passports are linked to the
religion of Islam are the Gulf States. These are the far more wealthier countries in the Islamic
world, consisting of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, UAE and Oman. Together they form
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), a large player in global trade due to its rich oil estates.
The government of the United Arab Emirates (UAE), set high goals for their country to reach in
2021: the UAE passport being ranked in the top-5 of most important passports in the world
(Esmezyan, 2018). Challenge accepted. According to Henley & Partners, the UAE was the
biggest climber in passport value in 2018 with climbing fifteen places up:
Image 10: Biggest Climber in the Middle East (Henley & Partners, 2018)

The other Gulf States are climbing on passport rankings as well:
Image 11: Top 5 Middle East passports (Henley & Partners, 2018)

According to the European Commission (2018), the EU-GCC trade has been growing steadily
in ten year: total trade rose by 53%. The highest peaks in trade correspond to peak of oil
prices. The U.S. is an even larger trading partner of this region and imports yearly over 30
billion dollars of oil resources. The U.S. is, with its growing production sale, largely dependent

on the export of the GCC. Therefore, U.S. invests largely to maintain good relationships with
the Gulf States. This refers to the incentive Neumayer (2010) names for not imposing visa on
countries: the trading. Imposing visas can develop into diplomatic conflicts, which the U.S., nor
the EU, wishes to have with the oil exporters.
Since Western countries are the ones that impose most of the visas on the bottom ranked Islamic
countries, it is useful to analyse their justifications for doing this. Is the West aware of the Islamic
glance the bottom ranked countries have? Do they admit the Islam plays a role in border control
or do they justify their actions by other variables (e.g. the ones analysed above)?

4.4 The impact of the U.S. and the EU on the value of Muslim passports
In this chapter I link stricter border control, since 2001, with the phenomenon of Islamophobia in
order to understand why Western countries are strikingly careful with letting people from
predominantly Muslim countries crossing their borders. Is it a coincidence that the world's Muslim
population is treated more strictly at borders in Western countries or is there a pattern or trend
findable?

While the Henley Passport Index shows the value of passports worldwide, it does not directly
images the impact someone’s passport value it has on someone else’s passport. Visa is,
according to Henley (2018), largely driven by migration and border activity. Nation states control
immigration in such way that it has an impact on other national’s ability to access a country.
Neumayer (2010) states that most country's policies are reciprocity: 68 percent impose visa
restrictions on each other or are mutually free of visa restriction. In the case of the EU and the
U.S., this distribution is more skewed. The U.S. and the EU face strikingly fewer restrictions to
visit the countries they impose visa on than the other way around. The average Western citizen
can travel, visa free, to 156 countries, while the average citizens of the countries the U.S. and the
EU impose visas on, can travel averagely to only 93 foreign countries. These countries are most
likely predominantly Muslim countries. The literature study showed that the 9/11 attacks on the
Twin Towers in 2001 has been a major turning point for the position of Muslims in the world, but
also for border regulations. When Bush declared the ‘War on Terror’ shortly after the attacks, U.S.
borders were strictly protected. EU’s borders followed, but got even more protected during the
refugee crisis the last years.

The 9/11 attacks changed lives of Muslims all over the world. This event was the start of the
emergence of Islamophobia in the Western world. The similarities in which this phenomenon
arises in the U.S. and the EU has been examined in Bakali’s book Islamophobia (2016). Link
Islamophobia and borders. Bakali states that examine the similarities between Western countries
demonstrate that Islamophobia falls within a meta-narrative and that these countries have created
a common trend that affects Muslims globally. Also in their mobility. To understand where these
meta-narratives are coming from, Bakali elaborates on the effects of (Western) politics and

media.

4.4.1 Politics
Governments that are more concerned about their security are more likely to impose visa
restrictions on ‘others’. Western countries imposing the most visa restriction on ‘others’ explain
that these countries are protective over their borders and insecure of their security. Neumayer
(2010) explains that the most common reasons for Western countries to do this is the ‘obvious’
concern that travellers might prolong their stays and/or turn into new immigrants. Visa can,
therefore, serve as a functional mechanism that secure governmental stability and migration
control. Governments with a strong regime and little global independence, are more likely to
impose visa restrictions on the outside world. They are, in the end, less dependent on global
trade and mobility. Most repressive regimes like China, Myanmar and North Korea are examples
of this. In relatively smaller extend, Western countries ply the same principles by cutting ‘others’
of in their worlds, unless they can offer benefits in the economy, labour and trade. The EU and
US governments share a common regime in which they form a block of beneficial trade with each
other, beneficial mobility towards each other’s countries, but by doing this also disadvantaging
people outside this block (e.g. by imposing visa restrictions). So are Europeans free to travel all
countries part of the EU without showing a passport and so do the EU and the U.S. have the deal
in which easier travel is recorded. In contrary, countries that are heavily dependent on trade are
forced to provide fewer visa restriction and border control in order to trade goods and to continue
to run their economies (Neumayer, 2010).

Besides the fact that visa restriction secure regimes, these papers, in extend, can also serve as
mechanisms that control the entry of ‘desirable’ and ‘undesirable’ individuals in. Since 2001, US
governments (followed by EU’s governments) implied a new political frame: ‘good Muslims’ and
‘bad Muslims’ (Bakali, 2016). Mamdani (2004) describes these distinctions as follows: ‘Good
Muslims’ are “modern, secular, and Westernized” and ‘bad Muslims’ are “doctrinal, anti-modern,
and virulent” (p. 24). Neumayer elaborates on this by stating that this distinction comes to practice
at border- and visa controls. “These are the first lines of defence against the entry of the
undesirables”. Political parties are able to utilize this frame to justify their measures for stricter
and more selective border control.

Right-wing parties increased their voice in the public debate by heightening existing discourses in
order to get stricter border policies done. Frames, such as, the ‘War on Terror’ and the ‘desirable’
and ‘undesirable’. These right-wing politicians have played a large role in the increasing antiMuslim discourses. Bakali (2016) explains that the Bush administration, together with
conservative media, used anti-Muslim frames and terrorism attacks to justify the wars the U.S.
fought in Afghanistan and Iraq. According to Bush, these countries needed to be civilized and

women living here needed to be freed. The ‘imperiled Muslim women’ were also used to justify
the occupations in these countries. The speech held one month after the 9/11 attacks caused
commotion among the U.S. citizens and the Western nations worldwide. Bush exclaimed the
power of Western society and emphasized on ‘the Muslim other’. Different scholars have bent
over discourses used in the speech, which were the start of discourses used repeatedly ever
since. Graauwmans (2007) concluded of his Critical Discourse Analysis in Bush’s speech, that
Bush used six different discourses to justified Western impacts in Muslim countries:
•

The War on Terror

•

Friends (Bush) versus Villian (Osama Bin Laden)

•

The Good West and the Evil Muslim Other

•

Legitimations for waging war: our God versus their God

•

The “Clash of Civilisations” discourse by Samuel Hunington

•

The willing peacemakers and the Axis of evil who threat the world

Using these discourses in his speech, Bush created fear against Muslims worldwide among
Western citizens. By clearly defining who is ‘good’ and who is ‘bad’, the clash between Muslims
and Western citizens became larger. As you can imagine, these discourse on the ‘Muslim other’
also had an impact on border security. As described in the timeline in 4.2.1, these discourses
justified why border control and immigration policies became stricter.

Executive order 137800
Bakali (2016) points out a few of the most outstanding extremist right-wing politicians that have
shaped the Western political landscape the last five years. Probably the most discussed of all is
Donald Trump. President of the U.S. since January 2017. In his campaign, Trump used antiMuslim discourses openly. One of the flagships of his campaign was banishing people from
specific (Islamic) countries. He implemented this ‘promise’ right after being elected as president.
End of January 2017, Trump banded nine countries from entering the U.S.: Egypt, Iran, Iraq,
Libya, Mali, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Yemen, South Sudan and North Korea. Banning these people
was publicly seen and framed in the ‘Muslim ban’, since most countries consisted mostly of
Muslim citizens. Seven out of nine countries. The countries on the list accounted for 80% of the
Muslim refugees entering the U.S. Since 2018, the U.S. has only resettles 44 Syrian refugees, in
comparison to 6000 Syrian before Trump’s inauguration (Laura, 2018).
"More civilians were killed in the Douma’s chemical weapon attack than have been resettled in
the U.S. as refugees this fiscal year" - Vice president Van de Weerd U.S. program International
Rescue Committee (2018)
Mehrota (2017) describes this ban as ‘irrational prejudice against refugees in generals and
religious animus against Muslims”. Trump’s Muslim held on for 90 days. According to American

news reporters, such as the Washington Post and the New York Times, more than 700 travellers
were detained and up to 60,000 visas were "provisionally revoked". After lots of commotion of the
(global) media and public opponents, Trump decided to hold a speech to justify Executive order
137800. In this speech, he called the seven Islamic countries “Terror-prone” regions. In addition,
he invigorated his statements by quoting several incidents happened in the U.S. that indicates
Muslim terrorism: the “Orlando nightclub shooting”, the Boston Marathon bombing, shootings in
Tennessee and Chattanooga and – indispensably – 9/11 (Boyer, 2017).

Consequences
Even though the Muslim ban did not get through the highest court, it has had a large effect on
Muslims (globally). But also trust in the new U.S. government was damaged by opponents and
more travelers feared border security. Geatrick (2017) describes that the most shocking effect of
the Muslim ban was that it was not only directed towards Muslim from the seven countries
arriving at the US border, but also Muslims who were departing towards the U.S. from places all
over the world. These people, at most, were linked to one of the seven banished countries by
roots, but were no different than any other U.S. citizens by owning a legitimate US passport or
visa. The fact that they were born in one of the seven countries and that they were migrants were
reasons enough for Trump’s government to deny them from re-entering the U.S. border. Geatrick
elaborates on Fiddian-Qasmiyeh and Qasmiyeh, who wrote in 2010 that the Muslim ban is an
example of extreme high vetting and security that helps governments justify to not meet the
protection needs of refugees and give priority to national security. They describe this
phenomenon as not checking the validity of a refugee’s claim to asylum, but the extent to which
their ‘Muslim-ness’ makes them a national security risk. Geatrick further elaborates on the theory
of Derrida (2000): hostipitality. This theory explains the contradiction of hospitality and hostility.
For Muslims in this case, the line between these concepts is very thin. Whereas a Muslim is
welcome by a nation as a migrant (or travellers) at one point, he is treated with hostility at another
point. The Muslim is ‘othered’ by Western countries since the rise of fear of terrorism. The global
terrorism-trend encouraged the framing of Muslims and the generalisation that every Muslim is a
potential terrorist. Therefore, even if a Muslim’s visa or asylum is accepted in a country, he or she
is never completely welcome. A quote explaining Derrida’s hostipitality is one of Faisal, who was
born in a Lebanese refugee camp and migrated to Sweden (Fiddian-Qasmiyeh, 2016):
“Guarantees that the next president or government will not do the same thing as previous
governments… Palestinians probably think that Sweden can one day have a racist government
and can deport them.”
Trump’s Muslim ban made a statement towards Muslims worldwide. Not only the ones who want
to enter the US. It increased the ‘fear of travelling’ and confirmed the fact that Muslims should be

more careful with crossing borders. Banning a specific race/religion confirms the exclusion and
mobility insecurity that Muslims worldwide struggle with daily.

Europe
1985, the year the EU introduced the Schengen Agreement. An agreement that offers freepassport zones for EU’s citizens. Schengen simultaneously evolved a stricter policy for non-EU
member states. According to Bowen (2011), the additional new system, Système d'Information
des Visas Europeéns, has made control over mobility of non-EU member states easier. European
countries shares their border intelligence, in order to control their external and internal borders
stricter and more specifically. EU’s politicians are put to test the last years, especially since 2015
when EU’s member states knew an influx of refugees fleeing to the continent (Bowen, 2011).
Syrians, Iraqi, Afghans, but also many African refugees such as Somali and Eritrea citizens made
their way to the EU. The refugee groups with the most attention are the Muslim communities. The
Muslim presence in Europe has increased exponentially: ‘Between 1950 and 2000, the number of
Muslim in Europe rose from 800.000 to 15 million. According to a research of Pew Research, the
expected Muslim population in 2050 in Europe will be 75 million, which is 14% of European
citizens. In 2016, the Muslim population counted for 4,5 percent. John Bowen (2011) states that
exposing statistics to the population is increasing the link between migration and Muslims in
people’s mind. He explained that in the contemporary Western world, “complaining about
migration is a relatively safe way of complaining of too much Islam”.
Van Houtum (2010) describes an even more evidently system that directly links Muslim to EU’s
border politics is the so-called ‘white’ and ‘black’ list. This list illustrates the countries in the world
that need to apply for the Schengen visa and countries that have free access. In extend, this list
illustrates the countries in the world of which citizens are ‘risks’ when entering the EU (black list)
and citizens of countries that form no-risk and are more EU-like (white-list). This risk is based on
the possibility of irregular stay in the EU, the risk on security one brings with him and the
international relations the EU has got with this certain country. Van Houtum (2010) states that
there are no clear criteria for countries to end up at the black (or white) list. Even though the
black/white list is stabbed with its new look – the positive/negative list – “the wording may be less
racial, but this does not alter the intentions and the discriminatory effect of this apartheid
geopolitics (p, 964)”. The white list contains sixty countries and the rest – 135 countries – belong
to the black list. Two indicators are telling when analysing the ‘black’ list. First of all, these
countries are mostly developing countries. Secondly, and perhaps not surprisingly anymore, there
is a significant amount of predominantly Muslim countries added to this list. With this listing, the
EU is able to justify which countries are ‘risk’ factors and can therefore keep ‘others’ out. Besides
keeping the poorer ones out of the EU, the Muslims are being feared even more. The refugee
crisis, with the increase of Muslim EU’s citizens as a consequence, has showed a rise in radical

right politics. Todd Green (2015) notes that extreme right-wing parties constitute the second or
third largest parties in the parliaments of the Netherlands, Norway, and Denmark, and have the
largest representation in the Swiss parliament. One outspoken Islamophobic politician is Geert
Wilders, the founder and leader of the Party for Freedom in the Netherlands. Wilder’s anti-Muslim
vitriol was most prominent in a short film that he produced called Fitna in 2008, that disavowed
the Islam, the Quran and the role of women in Islam (Bakali, 2016). Even though most of the right
wing parties do not win a majority of the votes, the EU still knows different political parties with
strong anti-Muslim discourses. These are found throughout the whole EU: Romania, Switzerland,
Bosnia, France, Spain, Sweden and more countries with smaller parties. The far right-wing
parties that did booked success with their campaign are found in Norway – where the Progress
Party is not shy to admit their fear of Islam –, in Czech Republic – where the ANO maintains antiMuslim discourses as central a theme in their propositions-, and finally in Bulgaria, where the
leading parties (ATAKA, NFSB and IMRO) use strong hostile language towards the Muslim
community (SETA, 2017).

The Foundation for Political, Economic and Social Research (SETA), on which over forty
research spread all over EU member states work on, describes in its latest report that
Islamophobia in European countries is being normalised through normalisation of hate crimes
and racism against Muslims. In 2017, the attacks against Muslims increased relative to the year
before. In Germany, for example, almost thousand attacks on Muslims were reported and over
100 attacks on mosques took place (SETA, 2017). According to the EU Agency of Fundamental
Right (FRA, 2017), these attacks are only a small amount of the actual amount of attacks against
Muslims in EU nation states. Only 12 percent of all attacks are being reported by victims. The
FRA states that these small confessions have to do with far-right politicians now justify the
attacks and therefore normalise it to happen. These politicians are the base of the example a
country follows. Therefore, when one suggests that Muslims are dangerous and harmful, why
should the crowd not believe their example?
According to Taras (2012), the biggest motivations EU’s countries not letting ‘others’ in, is the fear
of others taking EU’s jobs and jeopardise the European culture (or that of individual nation
states). There prevails a belief that migrants will impose their culture and their religion on
Europeans. One of these believers is Caldwell, who states that: “the presence of too many nonEuropean in Europe is a threat to European values”. Ajami, in Taras (2012), elaborates on this in
a more nuanced way by saying that “Islam is a magnificent religion, but it is in no sense Europe’s
religion and it is in no sense Europe’s culture”. Caldwell - whose convictions are considered with
a racist edge by some scientists - explains that Europe and the Muslims have always been in
conflict with one another. They ‘now and then face each other’. He is convinced that a
fundamental part of the Muslim communities is either at war or in a hostile truce with every

civilization, from Nigeria to China. He brings to the discussion how we can explain the hostility
and violence in Islamic countries. “Either there is a major problem with Islam that must be
addressed by Muslims themselves, or a wide variety of non-Muslim cultures has, by incredible
coincidence (sarcasm), developed exactly the same unfair discourses against Islam.”

4.4.2 Media
Is there a discourse against Muslims in the world? If so, how fair is this discourse? According to
Bakali, ‘Islam’ has become a term that is manipulated - by media and politics - in a way that the
word ‘Islam’ does not only refer to the religion, but also stand for a culture, a civilization, a
community, an ideology. In extend, she describes that after 9/11, ‘Islam’, with its many
references, is framed in the public discourse synonymously with ‘Otherness’ and affiliated with
terror and violence. The ‘War on Terror’ has linked words as ‘terrorism’ and ‘terrorist’ in political
and media discourses directly to the Muslim community rather than to other religious or ethnic
groups. Karim (2002) describes that the word ‘Islam’ is used as term that links to negativity that
particular sources discussing it need it in order to justify regulations, such as stricter border
policies. Besides politicians with their expressions and regulations, the media plays a large role in
creating these discourses that eventually make it Muslim mobility more complex. Western
perceptions, according to Bakali, have a negative view of Islam that is ‘spreading over the world’.
Preservationists in the EU have feared the continent of ‘Islamization’, the ideology that Muslims
will submerge Europe and endanger Europe’s ‘white Christianity’. The rise of religious Islamic
terrorism and the media attention brought to it, in combination with Muslims migrating to the
West, Western perceptions of Muslims took a negative loop even more.
Especially in the news, Muslims are – sometimes subliminal – being presented as violent
terrorists by generalising actual violent Muslim with the whole Muslim community. Examples of
critical events for Muslim framing were, at first, the terrorist attack of Charlie Hebdo in 2015, in
which a French satirical cartoonist magazine was attacked. Another satirical magazine, in North
America, was that of Peter Gottschalk and Gabriel Greenberg that was attacked in 2008. These
magazines imaged Muslims in a negative way by, f.e., imaging the Prophet Mohammed in a
satirical way. The years following, with more terrorist attacks, created more space for news media
to aggravate the negative discourse of Muslims and their link to terrorists. Besides the Times
Square Bomber, the Underwear Bomber and the Fort Hood Shooting, the rise of ISIS and its
attacks in the EU disadvantaged this discourse even more.

Framing
Powell (2011) explains how in the contemporary world, the blurring behind news items and
events can grow easily. The most important reasons for this is the ‘new media’, referring to social
media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. In the contemporary world, the public
is the journalist and the spreading news is open and accessible to anyone. This new way of

communication is on the one hand useful to encourage specific discourse, but on the other hand
can cause the damaging stereotypes of ethnic, religious and cultural groups.

Also, the volume of news coverage has been increasing significantly, since every citizen now is a
reporter as well. During terrorist attacks, anyone can spread any news. The amount of news
coming in including the tone of the message, create more fear and a more established discourse.
In the case of terrorism in the EU and the U.S. the last years, the high amount and the tone of
news coverage established a more fearful image towards Muslims ‘and their violent and terroristic
actions’.
Also in the EU, for example in Poland, media institutions are free to spread negative images of
the Muslim community. SETA (2017) explains that media channels carefully select their speaking
guest, that typically are right-minded people with Islamophobical thoughts. They are free to
portray Muslims as “violent,” “terrorists,” “Jihadists,” “sexists,” “rapists,” “uncivilized,” “doublefaced,” and in general “a threat” to European and Christian values. In 2017, the Commissioner of
Human Rights held an investigation among secondary school students that resulted that the
majority of the students felt strong prejudices against refugees and had Islamophobic thoughts.
Instead of the Polish government to maintain anti-discrimination courses, it decided to scrap
these and give patriotism and Polish identity instead. Where does this lead to ones these
students are the ones controlling Poland their selves?
According to Klausen (2015), terrorist groups, especially ISIS, have benefited largely from the
growing use of social media. Mediums, such as Facebook and Twitter, made it possible for ISIS
to connect with potential fighters, but were also the mediums in which fear was created. On the
one hand, the new media creates space to openly and transparently describe news in the world.
On the other hand, this media can be used by terrorist organisations for propaganda purpose, but
also by the extreme right public to establish a negative discourse about the link between terrorism
and Muslims. Facebook and Twitter now also form the common ground on which Islamophobic
groups can gather and can easily communicate with each other. And eventually, spread their
ideas further into the world. SETA (2017) states that these platforms should have priority when
countering Islamophobia, since this common group is the main source of Muslim radicalization on
the one hand, and far-right opponents on the other hand.
Powell (2011) performed a Critical Discourse Analysis of media coverage of several terrorist
attacks in the U.S. between 2001 and 2010 (see Appendix 1). He analysed different media
sources. Of this Critical Discourse Analysis emerged the following roadmap:
Image 12: Critical Discourse Analysis (2011)

According to Powell’s analysis, the first step of reporting is reporting the actual event and
secondly to determine if the event is terrorism or a different form of crime. The third step is
labelling the terrorist: when a white, Christian, American commits a crime, this person is most
likely not a terrorist but a mentally ill person. He most likely acts alone. In contrary, when a
Muslim commits a crime, a direct link to a larger terrorist cell is being made, one that tries to
threat the West. This person is most likely to be called a ‘terrorist’ and acts in the name of the
Islam. Powell sees this pattern throughout his whole reporting research. This pattern of reporting
is increasing the fear towards Muslim among Western citizens. The combination of mass media
and lazy journalism (not well investigated news) takes over the news. Reporters prefer to follow
the popular discourse, creating a stronger social opinion among the public receiving it.

Fear
It seems like Islamophobia is a trend of the last twenty years. Emerged and strengthen by attacks
of terrorists that claiming to act on the will of Allah. The West is afraid being attacked again. As a
drowning man will clutch at a straw, the U.S. and the EU, therefore, have become over protective
over their borders. Even though this fear might be imposed on Western citizens by their rightwinged leaders and the conservative media, should they be sincerely afraid of ‘the Muslim other’
taking over their countries?

It is true that the U.S. and the EU have feared terrorist attacks in their countries more than other
decades before. According to IEP (2017), the OECD countries experienced a rise of 67% in
attacks since 9/11 and 600% more deaths from terrorism since 2014. These are considerably
high percentages. 44% of this increase can be explained by three major attacks that count for
almost half of all deaths due to terrorism: (1) September 11 attacks, (2) Madrid bombings 2004
and (3) Paris attacks 2015.
Image 13: Deaths terrorism OECD (IEP, 2017)

From 2015, until the current day, EU’s cities have feared the terrorism threats of ISIL. This
terrorist group is by far the most responsible for the high rise of terrorist attacks in the EU, and
also in the U.S., the last years. As the following image shows, ISIS played a large role in creating
fear among Western citizens.
Image 14: ISIL deaths OECD (IEP, 2017)

This number seems high, but relatively speaking, the attacks in the U.S. and the EU cannot be
compared to the attacks faced by citizens of the countries on the bottom of the Passport Index.
Just five countries account for three quarters of all deaths from terrorism: Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria,
Nigeria and Pakistan. Citizens of these countries have lived in fear since the day they were born.
The Terrorism Index (2017) states that terrorism globally has raised since 2011. This means that
where U.S. and the EU became more known with terrorism, so did the ‘bottom’ countries saw a
(even higher) rise in terrorist attacks.

4.5 Future perspective
In this last chapter, I will describe my findings on the future perspective for Muslims originating
from the bottom ranked countries.
Why? Since SETA (2017) states that Islamophobia becomes more deeply rooted in the minds of
Western people and that right-wing leaders seem to gain more influence, it is crucial to see where
these trends are leading to for Muslims to stay mobile in the world. According to Rapoport (2013),
a terrorism wave takes approximately forty years. Since the religious (Islamic) terrorism wave
started around 1980, the wave should decline in intensity in two years. 2020. As the world now
looks, many Islamic countries are largely still in conflict: Syria continues its civil war, Yemen’s civil
war has intensified while writing this thesis and Iraq and Afghanistan are still fighting terrorist
groups such as ISIS and the Taliban. The pattern shows that these countries have been ranked
bottom for a longer period now. The ongoing conflicts – with their base to grow terrorism – do not
forecast improvement in their citizen’s passports. Following the pattern of Rapoport’s theory, a
new wave of terrorism is around the corner, since these 40 years of religious terrorism has come
to an (theoretical) end. The question hereby is, will the attention shift to a new culture, religion or
social group? The frame of the malicious impacts that Islam brings with them has been deeply
rooted now in the minds of Western citizens. A frame that cannot be remoted in the short term.
Therefore, it seems that Muslim worldwide will be exposed to (openly) racism and stricter border
security than Western citizens have to. Chrishti (2017) writes that in the U.S., local police officers
now also underset national homeland security by passing on information of citizens that thread
small crimes. But also the other way around: local officers have the insights in someone’s whole
immigration history within seconds. New systems help officers to gain more information of their
citizens and to control the public more. In the future, this probably because even more the
standard. Ones admission at borders, is becoming more dependent on computers and the
regulations they are adapted to. Extra screening for people looking Islamic, for example, can be
implemented easily in the computer system as well. This makes the new systems an easy
justification for extreme vetting Muslims (Christi, 2017).
Another development that is seen in the field of passports and visas is citizens applying for a
second passport. Henderson (201) describes that these second passports provide the person

applying more access to nation states he or she is not able to access with his or her first
passport. The passport indices used in this thesis, the Henley & Partners and that of Arton, both
provide an overview of which passports you can combine to have access to the most countries in
the world. This is what the firms call: ‘improving your passport’. Applying for a second passport
can in several ways. First of all, if one is lucky to be ‘on the good bloodline’, meaning that having
parents or grandparents in the ‘better parts of the world’, he or she can apply for a second
passport of that country. A second way is receiving a second passport of a country by
naturalization. This means a person to stay longer (mostly five years) in a country to obtain the
passport. In the case of the bottom listed countries on the Passport Index, they often have to flee
and are therefore refugees. This means that other immigration policies are being applied and
receiving a second passport can be very hard. The third way is receiving a second passport by
investment. These amounts can go up to over 1 million dollars, which explains why this option is
only for the very rich of this world. The ones needing it, like Afghans living in war and poverty, are
not able to cover this investment. Therefore, it seems that the world is, again, in the same circle
Bourdieu warns us for: the rich stay rich and the poor stay poor. In this case, the wealthy and
peaceful countries are able to expand their mobility even more, while mobility of the poorer
countries living in conflict remains reduced. Spoiler alert: based on costs, naturalization time, tax
and visa-free countries to visit, Cyprus, Malta and Caribbean Island like Dominica, Grenada and
Vanuatu are the best second passports to have.
“As we head towards 2020 and beyond, everyone should have a plan B in place” - Jim Roger,
speaker Henley & Partners (2018).

5. Conclusion
The motive to investigate passport inequality was the unfair division of passport values I
discovered in the Henley & Partners Passport Index. The fact that there was a clear pattern of
predominantly Muslim countries scoring the lowest on this index, raised questions. To answer the
question why most of the passports with lowest value ranked in the Passport Index are Muslim
passports, I investigated this phenomenon from different angles. According to Neumayer (2010,
2006) and Henley & Partners (2018), the most important reasons for countries to impose visas or
scoring low on Passport Indices are the following: conflicts, terrorism, poverty and irregular
migration. I also investigated the Western impacts, in particular the U.S. and the EU, since they
are the ones imposing most visa restrictions on the bottom ranked countries. The question I
constantly kept in mind was if the factors named above explain the position of the Islamic bottom
ranked countries, or that religion does religion play a role.

I will answer the main question of this thesis systematically based on the table showed in the
beginning of Chapter 1.

Poverty?
Illegal
immigration?
Low ranked passport are
mostly Muslim passports

Why?

Terrorism?
Western impact?
Other reasons?

Or does the Islam play a factor?

Poverty?
This research has indicated that there is no direct link between the poverty and the position of the
bottom ranked countries. There is no clear pattern comparing the lowest GDP’s and the lowest
scoring countries on the Passport Index. Eritrea does have got a relatively low GDP, but other
‘bottom’ countries as Iraq, Iran and Pakistan have a relatively high GDP. This research, therefore,
invalidates the literature of Neumayer (2006, 2010) and Henley & Partners (2018) that poverty
plays a significant role in the position of the Passport ranking.
Migration?
This study does show that migration, especially irregular migration or ‘undocumented migrants’,

has a more relevant link with the position of the bottom ranked countries. The data of the regular
migration, from The Migration Policy Institute (2017), does not show a clear link between
migration and the bottom ranked countries. The research shows that the bottom countries are not
necessarily the countries that sent the most migrants to other countries. When looking at the
‘undocumented’ migrants or at the irregular migration, the data of PICUM (2013) shows a clear
link between the bottom ranked countries and the countries of which the undocumented migrants
in the EU originate from (mostly Syria, Eritrea and Afghanistan). In contrary to the U.S., where
most undocumented migrants are of Central- and Southern American origin. Two crosscompliances are necessarily to mention in this last finding. First of all, the EU countries for 27
member states, which means that when the EU imposes visa restrictions on a country this
country directly moves 27 places in the Passport ranking. Secondly, PICUM (2013) explains that
only the U.S. has got in detail information of their undocumented migrants, whereas the EU’s intel
miss complete information. Even though U.S.’ documented and undocumented migrants do not
necessarily origin from the bottom ranked countries, and even though the EU does not own
reliable information of their migrants, the U.S. and the EU paradoxically still use ‘illegal’ migration
as justification to impose visa restrictions on the bottom ranked countries.
Terrorism and conflict?
While migration and poverty still did not explain adequately why the bottom ranked countries are
positioned where they are, the factors terrorism and conflict provide a clearer link. These factors
provide the largest contradictions that passport value is related to religion. This research showed
that, while analysing the data of the Terrorism Index (2018) and Trading Economics (2017), a
large part of the countries scoring high on Terrorism indices and low on peace indices, almost the
same countries are as the ones scoring the lowest on the Passport Index. The link between
terrorism and the fact that these countries are predominantly Muslim countries, can be explained
by the theory found of Rapoport (2013). He explains that the fourth wave of terrorism we are now
in, is the religious (Islam) terrorism wave. The research explains that this wave – starting in 1980,
but got more intense after 9/11 – has strongly linked terrorism to the Islam in the last decades.
Also the timeline created in this research, shows that stricter border policies grew along together
with the rise of terrorism in the West. So, terrorism seems to be one of the most factors to impose
visa restrictions on other countries and since terrorism and the Islam are closely linked, this
research shows that this link explains the link between Islamic countries scoring low with their
passports and terrorism. While this factor now seems adequately enough to conclude that Islam
is not the factor for scoring low on Passport Indices, but the rate of terrorism and conflict is, the
analysis of Western impact shows a contradiction.
Western impact?
Step-by-step, the EU and the U.S. implementation more and more regulation to stricter their
border. Since 9/11, they not only become stricter, but also more specific. A clear evidence is the
‘black-list’ of the EU that strikingly excludes mostly Muslims. Another clear evident found is the

‘Muslim-ban’ of Donald Trump, on which mostly Islamic countries were banned to enter the US.
The US and the EU use their visa regulation to select the ‘desirable’ and ‘undesirable’ individuals.
Because of the ‘fear’ and terrorism frames against Muslims, created by Western media and
Western right-wing populist politicians, the U.S. and the EU are able to justify stricter border
controls towards Muslims. Attacks as 9/11 and ISIS attacks in Europe, played a large role in the
justification of right-wing politicians to sow fear and increase Islamophobia. The information in
Bakali’s book Islamophobia (2016) showed how spreading anti-Muslim frames and linking the
Islam directly to terrorism, the public more and more feared Muslims and more easily accepted
stronger border policies.
It seems that Islam plays a role after all. Even though the factors poverty, migration and terrorism
are often mentioned as a justification to ‘protect’ Western borders more strongly against the
‘other’, this research shows that these factors are by far comprehensive to adjust regulations on.
Terrorism seems like the most valid reason used by Western media and politicians to stricter
border control and has also the strongest link to the bottom ranked countries. Terrorism should
not be linked directly to the Islam, but with the fourth wave of terrorism happening now, it is
undeniable. Also within this subject, connecting terrorism to Islam, helps understanding the
justifications Western politicians use to keep the ‘Muslim other’ out. Islam undeniably plays a role
in border security, but the West does not live out loud for this. It seems like for every Muslim that
is excluded in world mobility, there is a justification to do so. Appendix 2 shows the conclusion of
this research in a visual way.
Also in the literature found during this research, focusses more on factors as poverty and
migration, while the fact that Islamic countries are disadvantaged in their mobility is not discussed
that specifically. Therefore, the findings of this research provide new information and contribute to
the debate of unequal mobility. This research – finally – focusses in this debate particularly on
Muslims. The reason these findings are important topicality, is that globalisation has determined
the mobility of people in the world (Dicken, 2004). With the rising demand for travelling and easy
access to other countries (by the West), the inequality of people mobility worldwide will grow only
more skewed Henley & Partners (2018). The debate is urgent and more topical than ever.
Looking at the social relevance of Muslim passports, it is contrary that tourists are able to travel
for leisure, while refugees, who are in danger, are not able to flee to a safe place.
I would like to close this conclusion with a statement of Nevins (2017), who states that wealthier
and powerful countries have contributed to conditions that caused unviable life in poorer, less
powerful nations (referring to ground exhaustion, unfair trading, causing conflicts). He explains
that the wealthy countries should have taken responsibility for people elsewhere living in poor
circumstances, but instead, they have increased their border security and strengthen their
migration policies. As one powerful block they stand tall together against the 'other' that seeks a
better life in their powerful country. And even though the number of refugees fleeing to a wealthier

country is intensively small, the noise and aversion against these refugees remains to grow. It
seems like Western borders are more 'in bold' than ever before.

6. Discussion
In this chapter, I will discuss the remaining questions of this research.

On the one hand, there is an obvious link between religion (Islam) and the value of one’s
passport. While this link can be explained by fear, frames and discourses of Western societies, it
can also be explained by the fact that many predominantly Muslim countries live in a conflict area
that contains strong impacts of terrorism. This conclusion opens the questions of a total new
subject: why are most conflict areas in today's world in predominant Muslim countries? Even
though many scholars have tried to explain this phenomenon, again, no black-and-white
arguments can be concluded. Further research needs to be done on the link between terrorism
and Islam. What also contradicts that passport and the Islam is linked, is that countries as the
Gulf States rank relatively high on the Passport Index, while these are also large predominantly
Muslim countries. Therefore, it seems like trade and welfare does play a role in mobility. The U.S.
for example, is highly dependent of Saudi Arabia's natural resources. This thesis made clear that
the turning point for the mobility of the bottom countries was 9/11. Since then, Western countries
implemented strict rules for border security. Unfortunately, the passport indices both used do not
go back until 2001. Or before. The real-time passport data gathering start in 2008. Since 2008,
the countries that are ranked bottom now were already ranked bottom in 2008 as well. With
exceptions like Syria. Even after contacting Henley & Partners, I did not receive data before 2008.
Therefore, I still wonder what the passport index looked like before 2008. Or even better: before
2001 (9/11). Further research can be done to find out if the countries ranked bottom today are
also the countries ranked bottom in the 80's or the 90's. Perhaps, a link between the Wave
Theory of Rapoport can be made. For example, if it turns out that the passports of nations that
consisted of fighters during the Colonial wave (until the 60's) were also low valued, there can be a
link. This would also strengthen the finding that one’s passports value is closely linked to the
terrorism in one’s country. If there is no such link, the fact that Islamic nations and Islamic
terrorism is reflected in someone’s passport value also is a finding. Where someone's passport
did not decrease in value in the past (while living in a country where terrorism has large impact)
but it does decrease for Muslims in the contemporary world, Islam does play a factor. The circle is
round.
Another discussion point of this thesis is the fact that the U.S. and the EU are used like they form
one block together. Though, the U.S. knows, for example, knows stricter border policies than
some of the EU nations do. Also within European nations, there are many variations within border
policies and their image of Muslims. The choice to generalize these countries is based on the

book of Bakali (2017), as described in the methodology. Further research can be done to more
specify the U.S. or the differences within the EU. Choosing to take a more zoomed out vision, I
was able to make a point and not stray too far from this point.

7. Reflection
The last part of finishing this thesis, and hopefully finishing this premaster, I reflect on the process
of the last 16 weeks. In this final chapter, I will describe the most important lessons I have learned
and which I would rather do different writing my next thesis: the Master thesis.
In the beginning, I found it exiting to write yet another thesis. I know how challenging writing a
thesis can be, since I was in the same situation during this time one year ago. My last thesis
resulted in a Bachelor degree diploma of Communications, which was hard working, but all worth
it in the end. The reflection I wrote myself last year, was useful in writing this thesis. One of the
most important advises was starting on time. Luckily, I listened to myself and gave myself all the
time I needed for this thesis. I worked as hard in April as I worked hard in June. Pretending that
the deadline was earlier than it actually was, helped me to feel more pressure to keep on writing.
What I have learned most in the process of writing this thesis, is that I need to spend more time in
the beginning to create a concrete proposal and to gain more knowledge about the subject at
first. I am inclined to directly start writing, instead of dive in the literature deeply first. A next time, I
would first read more about the subject before writing a proposal. In this way, I gain a clearer
overview of the most relevant aspects of the subjects, instead of focusing on a phenomena that is
too broad.
Also, a next time I will make sure to make more ‘efficient’ hours. With this I mean that I start
earlier and finish when my concentration is gone. Looking back on this process, I feel that I could
have win more time by admitting to tiredness or distraction. Stop whenever your concentration is
completely gone and do not force yourself to work further.
The last improvement in my process is that I should have listened more to myself and less to
fellow students. Feedback is always good, but I intend to easily take over someone else’s
feedback and assume that my initial work should be different. An example is my theoretical
framework. Even though my mentor explained this section was not necessarily needed in my type
of investigation, I started doubting seeing every other student writing pages of theories.
Therefore, I wasted multiple hour to add theories, such as the Culture Model of Hofstede, that
were not needed in my analysis. I learned that my initial plans and ideas were good enough and
that I should trust myself and my intuitive. Reading back my own thesis, this intuitive is not that
bad after all.

The last point that I would like to change in a next thesis, is that I pursue potential interviewee’s
more. I approached several persons (embassy of Afghanistan, the IND) asking them if they are
open to be interviewed by me. They did not respond, but instead of chasing them further down, I
let it rest. I think that an interview adds value to an investigation and therefore, a next time I will
put more energy and work into pursuing relevant persons to be interviewed by me.
Altogether, I am proud of the result lying in front of you. I am glad I had the chance to learn more
about my interests and to, hopefully, have contribute to the scientific field.
Thank you for reading this thesis. Until the Master!
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